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What IFRS 17 Means to 
Financial Reporting in Insurance  

Francesco Nagari – Deloitte



Financial Reporting under IFRS 17 

It has been nearly five years since IFRS 17 was published by the IASB and we are now approaching the go-live date on 1 January 2023 in 
over 100 countries across Asia and the rest of the world

IFRS 17 goals (IASB)

Standardise insurance 
accounting globally creating 
unprecedented 
comparability

Single IFRS accounting 
model with explicit expected 
profit reporting

Increase transparency on the 
impact of all variables on the 
reported insurance profit

What transactions will it affect?

1

2

3

Insurance and reinsurance 
contract issuers

Reinsurance contract holders

Investment contracts with 
DPF features

Impact on reporting

First ever IFRS to require the 
explicit reporting of expected 
profit for a transaction (CSM)

Mandatory requirement to reflect 
current variables (financial and 
non-financial) on the balance 
sheet

Expected profit (CSM) to absorb 
volatility in most cases but loss 
making blocks would report the 
loss immediately

New insurance revenue and 
expenses amounts comparable 
across life and non-life



A standard setter's perspective 
on IFRS 17: how companies 
benefit from the new reports

Cecilia Kwei – HKICPA
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Insurance: a story about understanding

First impression

Keeping 
distance

Clash with IFRS 4

Chance 
encounter with 

IFRS 17
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Insurance: a story about understanding

A typical IFRS 4 income statement
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Insurance: a story about understanding

First impression

Keeping 
distance

Clash with IFRS 4

Chance 
encounter with 

IFRS 17
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Insurance: a story about understanding

Comparability

Transparency

Across 
industries

Revenue & 
profit  

recognition

Across 
insurers

Current 
assump-

tions

Perfect?

See next slides
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Comparability across industries

• Streamlines income statement presentation into two key drivers of profit – consistent with business model

• Excludes investment/deposit components from insurance revenue and claims expense – consistent with banks

• Replaces premiums written/due with revenue recognized as services are rendered – consistent with IFRS 15 

• Clearer depiction of the relationship between insurance finance expenses and the related investment income – increases 

visibility of economic mismatches; reveals economic volatility

IFRS 4 v. IFRS 17 income statement Source: IASB IFRS 17 effects analysis (2017)
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Comparability across industries

Explicit future profit recognition profile

• First in IFRS: Disclosure of new business CSM and future profit recognition profile

• IFRS 15 requires disclosure of future revenue recognition profile for deferred revenue – profit element not disclosed

Source: IASB IFRS 17 effects analysis (2017)
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Insurance: a story about understanding

Comparability

Transparency

Across 
industries

Revenue & 
profit  

recognition

Across 
insurers

Current 
assump-

tions

Perfect?

• Consistency between jurisdictions and products

• Discount rate: current and reflects characteristics of 

liability (not assets)

• Timely recognition of profit (loss) and provides 

profitability trend data

• Explicit risk adjustment; disclose confidence level; 

reflects nature of contract and risk appetite of 

company; impacts pricing

• Reconciliations of insurance contract liabilities clearly 

showing what went where

• Disaggregation by product/ geography/ segment

• Transparent disclosures

• IFRS 17 v. US GAAP

• >140 jurisdictions

• Understandability of certain requirements

• Interaction with the RBC regime, 

embedded value reporting, adjusted 

surplus tax calculation

• New metrics

• A means to an end; not the end itself



Future of Reporting in 
Insurance: Tech and Talent 
Transformation

Satyajit Venkatraman – Deloitte



Talent transformation – The evolving role of finance professional

Virtually, geographically diverse 
workforce

• Adapt to new technologies 
used in financial and 
management reporting

• Break organizational silos and 
upskill finance professionals 
as members of a cross-
functional team

• Redefine BAU leveraging new 
solutions

Demand for additional insight from 
underlying data – outside of standard 

financial reporting metrics

Minimizing disruption to BAU while 
implementing new solutions

Real-time and dynamic collaboration 
between teams

Aligning with wide spectrum of 
business stakeholders

Trends and Challenges Meeting the challenges

Remote access enabled work 
environment



Tech transformation – Area of focus for reporting transformation

Data volumes are exploding

Finance no longer owns end-
to-end analyses

Improving auditability and 
traceability of financial data

Complex regulatory changes

• Manual extraction of information                  

• Manual/offline copies kept on email

• Manual storage of data

• Out of box compliant solutions

Accounting regulatory changes are 
no longer just affecting the 
Accounts and Finance team, they 
will also affect:                  

1. Actuarial  

2. Operations  

3. IT

• Current KPIs need to be redrafted as per 
IFRS 17 requirements

• Management reports are  increasingly 
complex       

• Working files are required to be 
completed post period end through 
shorter timelines

• Investors and regulators are 
requesting higher levels of 
transparency

• Improving auditability of data 
would reduce stress and 
timeline of statutory audits, 
thus reducing stress on BAU

• Innovative, renewed metrics 
need to be analyzed to 
recognize diverse new 
demands from external 
stakeholders (shareholders, 
equity analysts, rating 
agencies)

Increased automation and 
integration of information 
systems

• Connection of information systems 
between functions to reduce import and 
export processes

• Automation of import and export 
processes will reduce manual error and 
version management of information
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In the past year, many finance leaders found themselves in a predicament: how to manage a period-end close with a distributed and 
virtual workforce. Below are some of the challenges and lessons we observed across insurance and all other industries

Collaboration across 
different systems is 
not straightforward 

and requires constant 
workarounds

Cybersecurity threats 
cause disruption

IT Infrastructure has 
shown its present 

limits

Opaque progress of 
completion

Uncertain working 
hours

Lessons we observed at our clients

• Establish a virtual platform for the finance 
team to collaborate

• Draw up a playbook for resource availability

• Review close-related tasks and their 
sequencing

• Test all access privileges and data systems

• Create avenues for visibility to all users of 
finance data

• Digitize more and more processes

Challenges we observed at our clients

Tech transformation – Importance of Remote Access and Collaboration Platforms



Why connected data is key to 
amplify your transformation

Erik Saito – Workiva
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What are you hearing as the main 
challenges in finance 
transformation at insurance 
companies?



What are the biggest hurdles that 
you hear from insurance 
companies implementing IFRS 17?



What roles do external solutions 
such as Workiva play in digital 
transformation, particularly in the 
finance function?
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